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Abstract

Consider a principal-agent scenario where both players benefit from infinite-armed
bandit experimentation by the agent. The agent has to pay a cost every time he
switches arms, which makes him prone to sticking with the same arm for several periods.
To incentivize more frequent switching, the principal can design a reward scheme that
assigns a (potentially random) payoff to each arm. The main limitation faced by the
principal is that her reward scheme is inflexible: it either cannot be changed during
experimentation, or can be changed at a cost. A central preliminary result shows that
under these conditions it is optimal for the principal to maximize the non-transparency
of the reward scheme, as measured by the uncertainty of the reward distribution. The
optimal design is characterized by lottery-like extremity: the agent receives a high
reward with low probability or nothing. This emphasizes the role of non-transparency
in delegated experimentation with asymmetric incentives, and how it can be used in a
simple direct-reward reward scheme to achieve more efficient experimentation by the
agent. This also sheds light on why contemporary two-sided market platforms often
rely on non-transparent incentive schemes for the producers, as opposed to more classic
screening contracts.

Introduction

With the development of the Internet, online platforms that host decentralized markets for
goods and services have become quite common. These range from e-commerce (such as
Amazon) to online entertainment (such as YouTube, Twitch, Netflix). These platforms are
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perhaps the grandest example of delegated experimentation, where a single entity (the plat-
form) benefits from product experimentation by a multitude of agents. Curiously, a com-
mon feature of these platforms is that their incentive schemes for producers often lack trans-
parency.1 They also do not tend to use standard solutions from delegated experimentation
literature, such as screening contracts or deadlines (Halac et al. (2016); Guo (2016)). This
suggests that the problem faced by these platforms has certain features precluding the use
of such methods, and instead inducing the use of non-transparency as a key tool. This leads
to the central question of this paper: What role does transparency play in problems of del-
egated experimentation?

The answer to this question involves the asymmetry of experimentation costs and inflex-
ibility of the principal’s incentive scheme. It is generally true that in delegated experimenta-
tion, the agent doing the experimentation usually faces disproportionately higher costs than
the principal. This is certainly true in the motivating example of platforms. What is even
more important, however, is that the platforms’ incentive schemes for rewarding experimen-
tation are typically fairly inflexible. Due to interacting with many agents at once, it is diffi-
cult for them to frequently adjust the reward scheme, or make it history-contingent. Instead,
platforms typically rely on more simple direct incentives (such as recommendation rankings)
in order to incentivize producers’ experimentation. Hence, it is important to consider this
limitation in the principal’s design problem.

In this paper, I consider a principal-agent problem of infinite-armed bandit experimen-
tation under a few specific assumptions. The agent faces asymmetric costs to exploring new
arms, which makes them prone to getting stuck on one arm for several periods. The prin-
cipal uses direct-reward incentive scheme that is hard to change during experimentation. I
show that under these conditions, any non-transparent reward scheme performs better than a
transparent one, specifically by incentivizing the agent to switch arms more frequently. More-
over, the optimal reward design involves maximizing the reward’s uncertainty, as measured
by the variance of the underlying payoff distribution. The principal seeks to make the agent’s
payoff similar to a lottery: getting a big reward with low probability, or getting nothing. Un-
der this design, the agent is likely to draw a poor reward when trying a new arm, and thus
be incentivized to switch to a new arm immediately. The promise of drawing a better reward
in the principal’s scheme outweighs the impulse to stick to the same arm for several periods.

This paper is closely tied to the literature on delegated experimentation. The existing re-
search in this area has often focused on tackling problems caused by informational asymme-
try, such as moral hazard or adverse selection (e.g. Guo (2016); Halac et al. (2016); Alonso
and Matouschek (2008); Peitz et al. (2017)). In particular, Guo (2016) is a strikingly related
paper, as it also considers a conflict in exploration incentives that leads to different prefer-
ences over switching times. This paper differs in that it studies a delegated experimentation
problem without informational asymmetry; instead, there are asymmetric exploration incen-
tives, and the principal’s reward scheme is either inflexible or costly to change. This allows
me to show how these elements of the problem make non-transparency a crucial tool of the

1Exemplified by such articles as “We don’t understand how YouTube’s algorithm works—and that’s a
problem” (Fast Company, January 24 2020).
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principal’s incentive scheme, due to its effect on the agent’s incentives for exploration. I also
find that when the principal’s reward scheme can be dynamically changed, the equilibrium
strategy is not time-consistent. That is, the principal can strictly benefit from commitment,
which is a different conclusion than in the main analysis of Guo (2016).

It is also noteworthy that this paper’s central insight about the value of non-transparency
should be applicable to many mechanism design settings and games with transfers where one
agent needs to induce others to frequently switch their actions. The possibility of drawing
a poor payoff under an uncertain transfer rule will incentivize more frequent switching, and
thus play a role in the optimal strategy or design.

Summary of model and results

A single principal and a single agent face an exponential infinite-armed bandit problem,
characterized by a continuum of arms X. Each arm in X can be either good or bad. A good
arm delivers successful payoff of 1 with probability q when pressed, and otherwise gives a
failure payoff of 0. A bad arm fails with certainty. Note that this makes observing a success
conclusive. The principal and the agent do not initially know which arms are good, so to
them the arms look identical. It is common knowledge that the share of good arms is p.
Both the principal and the agent benefit from an arm’s success, but only the agent can
choose which arm to press (if any).

Time is discrete and infinite. In each period t, the agent can choose whether to experiment
or not, and which arm to press conditional on experimenting. When pressing a new arm
(which he has never tried in the past), the agent has to incur an experimentation cost c > 0.
This can also be viewed as the cost of abandoning the current arm and switching to a new
one. If the agent stays on the arm that he chose in the last period, he does not pay this
switching cost. The principal faces no costs of the agent switching. Both agents discount
future payoffs with the same exponential factor δ.

The principal designs a reward scheme to provide additional incentives for the agent to
experiment. Note that the principal’s ideal experimentation approach is try a new arm every
period until one arm delivers success. This is due to an abundant supply of new arms with
constant probability of being good, and no direct cost of switching. However, the agent is
generally unwilling to follow this approach for two reasons. First, due to the experimental
cost c, the agent may be unwilling to start experimenting at all. Second, even if he starts
experimenting, he will be unwilling to switch arms so frequently, since he has to pay c every
time he picks a new arm. The principal’s reward scheme aims to solve both of these issues:
provide incentives to experiment at all, and induce frequent switching of arms.

Formally, the principal’s reward scheme assigns an additional payoff R(x) to each arm
x ∈ X that is paid to the agent if he presses arm x. In other words, the principal offers
to pay the agent for pressing any given arm. In the baseline model, the reward scheme
cannot be changed after it is set. This assumption is relaxed in a more general version of
the model. Crucially, the principal may choose to be transparent or non-transparent about
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this reward scheme. In the transparent approach, the principal announces the exact reward
function {R(x)}x∈X, so there is no uncertainty what kind of payoff the agent will get if he
presses a random new arm. In the non-transparent approach, the principal only announces
the distribution of payoffs that the agent may get if he tries a random arm out of X, but
does not disclose the exact value of R(x) until x is pressed.

Preliminary results show that being non-transparent is optimal for the principal. Both
transparent and non-transparent reward schemes are capable of incentivizing the agent to
start experimenting if the cost c is high. However, the transparent scheme cannot induce
the agent to switch more frequently, since it provides the same incentives for sticking with
the current arm and for trying a new one. On the other hand, a non-transparent reward
scheme endogenously gives rise to different incentives for staying on the current arm (where
the reward has already been drawn and is known) and switching to a different arm (where
the reward is uncertain). If the agent draws a poor reward on a new arm, he will then want
to switch arms due to expecting to draw a better reward (on average). The optimal non-
transparent reward scheme is a binary distribution of rewards, where with some probability
the agent gets a high reward, and with remaining probability he gets nothing. A defining
feature of this incentive scheme is maximized uncertainty for the agent: Holding expected
value of the reward fixed, it maximizes the variance of the reward distribution, so as to
maximize the probability that the agent gets a poor draw.

To check the robustness of these results, I also consider a more general model in which
the principal can switch the reward scheme in any period, at a cost. Here, the transparent
approach is capable of inducing the agent to switch, but it requires the principal to adjust
the reward scheme. Since this is costly, the principal still prefers to intervene as infrequently
as possible. This gives rise to similar results about the value of maximal non-transparency.
Notably, this dynamic model allows us to gain additional insights about how long the prin-
cipal is willing to wait before changing the reward scheme in order to induce the agent to
switch. In general, the principal’s equilibrium strategy involves a more early intervention in
the non-transparent approach than in the transparent one, due to better continuation value
after an arm is switched.
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